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The major picture gracing our front cover this 
issue is of a beautifully restored IZH 49 which is 
one of the exhibits on display in the previously 
featured Vladivostok Automotive History 
Museum.   
 
On the right we have a digital mock up of what a 
Ural 750 café racer might look like, if someone 
built one and on the left……………?  What are 
they doing?  If this picture isn‟t a perfect excuse 
for a caption competition, nothing is! 
 
This issue‟s very 
famous quote is 
attributed to Eleanor 
Roosevelt and might 
not be actually what 
she said.  It was a 
response to a 
journalist asking her to 
comment on the 
apparent snub of a 
political figure denied 
the chance to 
pontificate at an 
inappropriate venue.  
It was NOT encouragement for Franklin Delano 
who probably didn‟t consider buying a Russian 
motorcycle, but it could have been. 
 

By popular demand font size goes up one click 
for this and following issues of HV, and because 
accounts have graciously granted us 28 
gloriously decadent pages, there might be some 
bigger pictures as well. 
 
This issue has lots of Dnepr content, they seem 
to be flooding across the English Channel in 
droves at the moment providing all sorts of 
interesting challenges for Horizontal View‟s 
readers to sympathise (commiserate?) with. 
 
The Ebay queen pictured below was discovered 
some time ago so there‟s no point in looking for 
it now.  Did you buy it?  

As a work 
of art it 
looks a 
peach but I 
bet it would 
have been 
a struggle 
to register, 
especially 
with BMW 
badges on 
it!  Try 
explaining 
that to a 
DVLA clerk. 
The Ebay photos were taken somewhere in 
Eastern Europe. 
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A warm welcome to…….. 

Ray Wilson’s progress 

  

 

 

Adam Gredzinski, Ripon, N. Yorks. 
Derek Foreman, Folkstone, Kent. 
Dianne Campbell, Newport. 
Keith Jones, Ton Pentre, Rhonnda Cynon Taff. 
Georgihita Fodor, London. 
Jeremy Thomas, Bream, Glos. 
Jed Taylor, Rochester Kent. 
James Howell, Rayleigh, Essex. 
Chris Russ Leigh on Sea, Esex. 
Graham Sandilands, Windsor, Berks. 
Keith Wilson, Redruth Cornwall.  
Adrian Wootton, Kinsgwinford, West Mids. 
Oliver Field, Banbury, Oxon. 
 
 
 
HI Paul just a quick update on the Jupiter 3. The 
dating certificate is now in my hands and a nova 
certificate also, thanks to Peter Ballard for his 
fantastic help. The bike now runs and I have 
taken it for a small ride I am waiting for a petrol 
tap to arrive as mine had a leak. Once this is 
fitted an MOT will be booked and then off to 
the DVLA, that's if I am able to complete the 
v55/5. Is that form complicated or what? Any 
assistance in completing the V55/5 would be 
grateful for. I have been told to copy out what is 
on a V5 and leave the rest blank. That's all for 
now I hope everyone has a enjoyable Christmas 
seasons greetings to all. Ray Wilson. 
 
Ray was a new member last issue and as he 
promised then, he’s keeping us posted.  Brilliant, 
everyone should do this.  I don’t think the V55 is 
a scary form, not like HMRC’s NOVA.  If DVLA 
aren’t happy with something it won’t be the form, 
it’ll be an obtuse application of the rules by a 
terrified minion! 
 
You might remember the editorial 
correspondence with HMRC concerning the 
practical application of the rules on the NOVA 
form not quite reflecting real life down here on 
the planet’s surface.  I said there’d been no 
news yet after I’d explained our simple 
circumstances.  Today I can tell you that HMRC 
accepted them, sent me a NOVA number 
certificate and all is well.  An act of 
commendable common sense and welcome 
encouragement for the future. 
 

Happy New Year everybody!!! 

All our new Dnepr pilots might be interested to 
discover that the factory in Kiev started small, 
producing the K-16 picture here.  Does anyone 
know anything about it? 
 
On the subject of murky, ancient history, IZH 
were responsible for the two motorcycles below, 
apparently.  So it says on the internet. 

Does anyone know 
anything about 
these too.  Don‟t 
worry about the 
pretty sculpture on 
the left, it‟s only a 
Hardly Ridable 
Knucklehead. 
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Let me introduce myself and yes Boris, the outfit. 
 
I purchased Boris in 2004 as an addition to our 
family. He has served faithfully with the 
exception of the alternator (guess which one) 
now repaired and still functioning and a wiring 
fault (fuses and connector blocks), also now 
sorted. 
 
He manages to be a babe magnet still and has 
given rides and smiles to various ladies of all 
ages.  Yes with the wife‟s permission.  If they run 
off with me the outfit stays at home. 
 
On two occasions he has won a best sidecar/
trike/oddity in show, much to the displeasure of 
certain konkers and kups persons.  Strangely 
they were bolting sidecars on to Raleigh 
Runabouts, Honda 90s and anything at all the 
following year.  I thought this highly amusing and 
it gave my peasant upbringing a bit of a swollen 
ego, (soon deflated). 
 
Me, I‟m 62 going on 12.  My health has been 
poor but stable, (makes a change from the dog 
house).  My wife puts up with me as I am good 
at tea brewing and some meals, and driving 
duties.  We have a dog, Bailey, a cockapoo with 
his own doggles and he loves the sidecar. 
 
I have a 1959 Ford 100E so love old things that I 
can get my grubby mitts on. 

Above is a photo of Boris after one of his many 
(2) winning starring roles.  I have been a 
member previously but lost heart.  Yours, 
Comrade Peasant Adrian. 
 
 

 

 

 

Herewith the official report on the far eastern 
bikes and Russian, Polish trucks, vans, and anti 
aircraft machine gun exhibition at the ace café 
on Sunday 18th October.  Only a couple of days 
late for the revolution. 
 
Sadly only five outfits and four MZ bikes, two 
very large Russian army trucks, three small GAZ 
jeeps and one 14.7mm gun, believed to be on its 
way to negotiate a deal in Westminster. 
 
Lots of rice rockets, one of which on a mad run 
with front wheel in the air lost the passenger and 
subsequently crashed, followed by other nut 
cases.  Exciting stuff on the north circular road. 
 
до свидания Джон Д 
 
We’ll have to guess what all that looked like 
because John forgot to take his camera.  Oh 
well. 

The title of this picture is Mercenary Garage 
Design Dublin Ireland Custom Motorcycle 
Workshop Vladimir Putin No Shirt Sidecar Soviet 
CCCP USSR.  Why?  We have no idea! 
 
Putin’s choice prop for the photo 
opportunity is a Chang Jiang, did 
he know it was Chinese?  Or has 
he been photoshopped?  The light 
doesn’t look quite right if you ask 
me.  PJB found it.  He found her 
on the right as well.  It’s not even a 
Russian bike, or a Chang Jiang! 

Adrian Wootton’s page John Denny 
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Barry sends greeting from Northern Ireland and these pictures of his fleet.  The captions are his too. 

 Above.  Dnepr K750 1963, nearly ready for registration and the road.  Below left. IZH Jupiter 2, 
nicer to look at than a Jupiter 3, in my opinion anyway.  Below right.  IZH 49 1956, I have another in 
bits awaiting resurrection.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Barry Cooper’s page 

Left. Jawa special, Citroen Visa 650cc engine, 
Citroen 2CV gearbox, with reverse, Honda forks, 
wheels and fuel tank, special frame, BMW 
headlamp assembly and hand gear change. 
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 Graham Sandilands’ 
page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A little about me....... I got back into motorcycles 
about 10 years ago after a 25 year lay off and 
now commute everyday on my Hinckley 
Bonneville. As a youth I raced scramblers and 
the last sidecar outfit I rode was a Norton Wasp 
in the 1978 boxing day meeting at Pirbright. 
Recently I have restored a 1976 Italjet 

and built something a little bit cooler with a 1980 
CB250 Superdream.  (Although how cool this is 
depends on the eye of the beholder.) 
 
So enough about me and may I introduce you to 
Nadiya (Hope).  About a year ago a friend 
showed me a photo of an old sidecar outfit he 
had amongst his numerous projects. I admired it 
and said if he ever needed some space I would 
be interested in giving it a new home. So a 
couple of months ago after a few sherberts we 
agreed a very reasonable price, including a trip 
to The Ace in the chair, and here I am the proud 
owner of a Dnepr MT9 first registered in 1974. 
 
The entire bike has been painted grey but in the 
folder that came with her was a picture of Nadiya 
(as she is now called) dressed in red and white. 

Being an eternal 
optimist I thought 
Nadiya was the most 
appropriate Ukrainian 
name for the old girl. 
 
She has been in my 
possession for a couple 
of weeks now and 
already runs after only 
a few hours work. So 
far I have changed all the fluids, cleaned the 
plugs, points and carbs, fitted a new battery and 
fuel tap. After years of being laid up with a drop 
of fresh fuel she burst into life on the fifth kick 
and now purrs. 

So its of to Kempton Park bike jumble this 
weekend for a headlamp and marker lights for 
the chair. Then my plan is to get Nadiya MOT'd 
and on the road as a working project, have some 
fun with her and then decide if she gets a 
complete makeover or stays more or less the 
same but one thing I am certain of is she is a 
keeper. 

Nothing to do with 
Graham but 
interesting all the 
same as a potential 
use for a Dnepr outfit. 
Yes the cow is 
wearing goggles, but 
on its forehead. 
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From the Drucker family archive we have these 
lovely period shots of  life with not just one but 
two Minsks.  Chris tells it like it was. 
 
Above.  Yag676S, covered in HMP grease ,fitted 
with expensive Conti tyres (!) and no seat cover 
or stickers yet, I will not comment on what I was 
doing but soldier of the Soviet nation may have 
been the intention! Oh and pardon my neigh-
bours washing, I have come to realise looking at 
my many bike piccies that every day was wash 
day for Mrs Evans, bless! 

 

 

Below left.  Sat94R with Yag 676S side panels 
on it plus my brother painted the hub covers and 
rack in black for some reason 

Above.  My brother Robbie in Bushy park, 
Teddington, middx. He is about to have a riding 
lesson from me. I see my RD250 is wearing 
Puch maxi panniers as i have just lost my job 
and gone Despatch riding in London! Soon the 
RD will be replaced by an XS250 which will 
better the RD‟s 28mpg!! its about August 1980 
then. 

Chris Drucker’s page 
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 The seat covers on both 125s split in no time 
and a 1960s leopard plastic stretch cover was 
used on both bikes care of The Grave Yard
( Denis Heath ) breakers in 4th cross road, 
Twickenham.  
 
Below.  My fleet in 1980/1!  SAT94R closest with 
Yag676S behind plus a £75.00 CZ175 with 
rumbling mains!  When I first bought Yag 676S I 
accidentally over inflated the front tyre by 6 psi, 
this however caused 3 large golf balls in the 
original front tyre sidewall, so I took it to Blays 
motorcycles for two new tyres which cost more 
than the bike!  Leaving without my bike, shocked 
that they had put expensive Continental tyres on 
it, I had to raise the money to get the bike back! 
Then I ran YAG through that first Winter covered 
in HMP grease ( have you ever tried to get it 
off?! ) to protect the chrome and plastered it in 
stickers while never washing it. Then i began to 
put right the neglect using SAT94R hence the 
best stickered panels are now on SAT! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bottom left. YAG676S, yup seat cover needed 
plus headlight grid and no I was not at the 
Cheltenham rally in 1979, but the sticker (I 
thought) looked good! 
 
Below.  Taken at the top of Box Hill in Surrey, a 
place I regularly attended where the bike 
garnered more interest than it should have 
bearing in mind its humble cost compared to the 
many supadupa Jap bikes at Box. 

Tank got 
dented, so 
work filled it 
and sprayed it 
in nothing like 
the right 
colour!  But 
free so thanks RS Stokvis, Molesey. 
 
I read Bike Magazine‟s May 1977 125cc mega 
test including a Neval 125 pictured on a rubbish 
dump and wondered if it was as bad as these 
pampered Jap bike loving journos made out! 
After all in 1978 I had a pleasant ownership of a 
CZ250 twin ( 471) so I got an opportunity in 
Sept/Oct 1979, when my 5 week old Honda 
250N got pranged and I began to make the slow 
job of getting it repaired by 3rd party's insurers 
( t.p.f.t.).  Meanwhile I bought YAG676S a pre 
electronic bike for £125.00, it got me through 
winter and very slowly and economically at that 
until the Honda was fixed in Feb1980.  However 
the Honda‟s handling had suffered so it was 
replaced by a brand new Yam RD250 (loads of 
HP!) a second Cossack 125, SAT94R was 
bought initially as a source of spares but ended 
up for a while being used by my brother to learn 
to ride on and as transport „till I found a nice little 
CB100N for him to buy (he never forgave me!) 
Then SAT94R was stripped for spares. A third 
bike was bought new unused £100.00 (again pre 
electronic) and a friend had that over 
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 Leatherhead way but was killed on his Suzy X7 
before we could do anything with it.  I do not 
know what happened to it as I could not bear to 
bother his family at such a time, maybe there is 
still a red pre electronic 125 in a garage out 
Leatherhead area! 

 
Above.  Yag676S toward the end of its tidy up, 
Tommaselli daytona pure rubber handle bar 
grips, bacon slicer front number plate with fake 
personalised numbers that impressed people no 
end until they went round the rear!  Rack in 
white and red testing out what looked best, top 
box, electronic carb, Honda C50 coil, electronic 
model front brake to replace hopeless original. 
There are some stories about that brake and I 
will forward them and others at some point. 
The bike died on me (bottom end) in May 1983, 
so I put it in the shed until 1989 when with my 
parents moving I was forced to sell the lot as I 
was going to be living in a 1 bed flat with parking 
space only!  A guy came and shoe horned it all 
in to a Peugeot 305 saloon car with only a 
drivers seat in it, the bike never has been on the 
road since (thanx to DVLA for the info! ) 
 
 
 
 

I‟m one of those worst types of bikers, the 
returning middle aged biker with grandfather 
rights on his license.  I‟m 48 now and haven‟t 
ridden properly (regularly) for 20 years, I‟ve still 
ridden a bit in Poland but these days you are just 
as likely to be riding a „Western‟ motorcycle than 
an old Soviet number- the modern Triumphs 
seem very popular there, along with Harleys. 
  
I always wanted a „Russian Knight‟ or Ural, 
although at the time of opportunity I bought the 
Harley 883, today I‟m still interested in the Ural 
(and some of the old CZ or Jawa).  I owned a 

MZ for a bit but outside of the Harley I always 
owned Jap, but things like the CB175 which I 
know realise I probably should have kept given 
resale prices these days. 
  
I also spent time with old (not collectable) Land 
Rovers and came to respect the fact you could 
fix them with a hammer and chisel at a push.   
Juxtapose this with my time fighting with a 
Honda VT250 to compete with the range of 2 
stroke Jap motorcycles that appeared a few 
years‟ later; hospital was a relief from importing 
Jap racing parts.  I could still beat a TZR; by 
skidding down the track in front of it on my arse 
in a slick of oil and alloy shards. 
  
I joined the club because I like the Cossack/Ural, 
although at the moment I don‟t have the cash to 
buy even the worst offerings or the money to 
monkey up and pay £10K.  I can‟t see a reason 
why I can‟t get to know about the motorcycles- 
and as I have a small apartment (read bedsit) in 
Poland, who knows? Maybe… 
  
 

The Work in progress pictured above is 
registered as a Neval, reg No D906 LRH.  It 
came with another motorcycle and I don‟t want 
it.  Those hawkeyed enough will see it has 
Dnepr forks, instruments and petrol tank and a 
Dnepr engine.  Its chassis is pretty much Ural 
but looks a bit too early for 1986.  What‟s 
happened there then? 
 
A closer look reveals Mikuni carbs, a Nippon 
Denso alternator, Japanese switches and wide 
Renthal aluminium handlebars, to save weight?  
Every little helps I suppose.  I‟d like someone 
else to want it to give me the incentive to get out 
in the shed and fix it for MOT.  Offers to 
paulcodling@mail.com please. 

Jason Campbell 

For sale, eventually 
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In the last issue of Horizontal View we thought the Red Star Rally would held later in July, this was 
WRONG. 
 
 
Hedingham Sidecar Owners Club would like to invite Cossack members & friends to the following 
two events. 
 
Day meet at the 'Silver Ball' Transport Cafe from 10.30am onwards on Sunday January 24th 
2016.  Cafe is located in the village of Reed on the north side of the A10 approaching Royston, 
Hertfordshire.  Postcode is SG8 8BD.  More info contact Dave Greenwood Tel: 016285 28866 or 
Email davidjgreenwood@hotmail.co.uk   
 
Day meet at 'Jacks Hill' transport cafe on Sunday May 15th 2016. Located on the A5 Watling 
street near Towcester, close to junction with A43, postcode NN12 8ET.  Awards for best combo & 
trike etc.  More info from Dave Greenwood (As above).   
 
IZH, Voskhod and Minsk pilots might fancy a day out with the British Two Stroke Club.  We do have 
several members in common.  You can become a member for the day when completing the 
necessary paperwork and as soon as we know what they‟re up to, I‟ll tell you. 
 
The Jawa/CZ club are at High Lanning Caravan and Camping in Dent, LA10 5QJ over the weekend 
of 11-13th March, yes that‟s March!!!  Also in March they‟re all off to the Coventry Transport 
Museum, meeting at the entrance at 10-10.30AM on 19th and on April 1-3rd they‟re at Sawws 
camping weekend at Cwmdu Inn, Cwmdu, Llandeilo, Camarthenshire, SA19 7DY with the MZRC. 
Robin Davies is organising this, contact him on 07721899641.  Robin Davies is also organising the 
MZRC Sawws camping weekend in Wales on April1/3rd 2015.  This means he‟s an East European 
enthusiast to the core and a bit of a live wire.  Someone sell him a Jupiter quick! 

The Cossack club has its own Facebook page, “like” the page and keep up to date with what‟s 
happening.  To get there try www.facebook.com/cossackownersclub 

Amendment 

 
 
 
 
The unmissable, internationally spectacular 
four yearly Red Star Eastern Bloc 
Motorcycle rally will be at the Anglia Motel 
on the A17 at Fleet Hargate, Lincs. PE12 
8LT on July 8th - 10th 2016.  Austin Vince 
will be entertaining on Saturday night. A ride 
out is still to be organised and entry fees are 
yet to be calculated but it‟s on! 
 
The Anglia motel has rooms, if you don‟t 
want to camp and tanks, yes that‟s tanks, 
and guns, and aeroplanes, food and………. 

Forthcoming events 
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In part three Dave Cox’s progress turns a 
beautiful, if unexpected, blue. 
 
The colour that I picked wasn‟t even close to the 
original but it‟s a very bright but deep blue. It was 
a difficult decision to make; the sprayer gave you 
one of these cards with small coloured squares 
on it. From this you are expected to see how the 
motorcycle will look when it‟s finished, of course 
it is impossible and the best you can do is a good 
guess or pick a colour you fancy.  I compared the 
original colour with the sample card and decided 
the original colour was too insipid, so my choice 
was two colours up, and call “Himmelblau”. To 
me it‟s just blue but to a sprayer it‟s one of 30 
blues in one particular section.      

 
The paint has been applied in two ways; the 
frame and small parts have been power-coated. 
That means that paint is applied and then heated 
to a couple of hundred degrees, this should then 
produce a nice glossy finish. The other parts 
such as the fuel tank mudguards, etc. were all 
wet spayed in a normal spray booth. I must say 
that both finishes have come out very well. 
 
I now have all the painted parts back and 
unwrapped the frame and fuel tank, I find that I 
am standing there and thinking, “it‟s very, very 
blue”. Everything is blue! The finished colour 
looks nothing like the colour on the chart. I felt 
like phoning the sprayer and saying “it‟s the 
wrong colour, change it”. I must admit I was 
hoping that the colour would be darker than it is, 
but of course that was the colour I choose and 
that is the colour it will be. It has taken me a few 
days to get used to it, but now I quite like it, of 

course when the 
motorcycle is rebuilt 
it will – hopefully - 
look better.  
 
I have started to get 
a few parts together 
ready to reassemble, 
such as the rear 
shock absorbers. Not owning a spring 
compressor, it can become a hazardous 
occupation trying to compress the spring enough 
to slot in the caps to keep it all in position. On 
the Dnepr rebuild I nailed a length of 2 x 1 to the 
side of the workbench, and then using that as a 
lever compressed the spring. After several 
attempts at the “ducking the spring” procedure, I 
finally managed to get the caps in.  
 
On the Ural I thought that another approach was 
called for, so off I went to the DIY store and 
acquired a 3 ft length of threaded bolt. I had the 
great idea that this time I would compress the 
springs by winding down the nuts. This part of it 
was great, but the top and bottom of the tool I 
made of ½ “ ply wood and used a jigsaw to cut 
out the holes in the middle. 
 
The first shock absorber went together quite 
well, although I was watching the plywood top 
bow considerably, but it held and in went the 

caps. The second shock went almost as good, 
but just as the caps were about to be put in the 
plywood gave way. It gave way just as the first 
cap was half way in and went with a twang and 
grabbed the cap. I thought the cap was going to 
fly off, but it held by the tip of the corner. After I 
got off the garage floor I peered at the shock and 

Ural M66 Restoration 
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 pondered what I could do, it looked so 
precarious one touch would send the cowling 
and the spring off up to the roof. 
 
Carefully I placed the second cap in position and 
with a large screwdriver on one cap gave it a 
sharp whack with the hammer in the right place 
to push it into position. Surprise, surprise, it 
worked, and I could now take off the crash 
helmet and visor. 
 
Having assembled the shock absorbers it was 
quite nice to stand back and think, “that looks 
good” and felt pleased to have started the 
reassembly. The first thing I wanted to get back 
in was the engine, for this I had to visit Chris 
Smith of Speedway Motorcycles in the 
backwaters of Catford. The main part of 
rebuilding the engine had been done sometime 
earlier; Crankshaft balanced, removed the main 
bearing and replaced it with roller bearings, that 
sort of work.  

I was expecting to find the engine sat on a box 
somewhere in the shop all shining and ready for 
me to take away, but no, I was politely told to get 
my arms into the bead blaster and start blasting 
those heads, “who‟s heads are they” I asked, 
“yours yer fool” came back. My engine, which I 
thought would be sparkling, was still in bits on 
the bench. So off I went, spending the day 
helping Chris reassemble my engine, and just 
look at those heads, clean or what! 
 
I must say that it is quite enjoyable using a bead 
blaster on dirty metal, you can see the dirt being 
shot away and leaving a bright, clean surface. 
It took all of the day to finish assembling the 
engine and getting the timing right, but at 7.30 in 
the evening I drove away with the engine in the 
boot of the car. 

It will be interesting to see how the engine 
performs, as the chap who owned it before me 
not only polished the outside of the engine but 
also polished every surface on the crankshaft, 
inside the crankcase and everywhere he could 
get the polisher. The inside of the engine looks 
like a mirror, so we shall see if it makes a 
difference. 

I had a hard enough job getting the engine out of 
the frame so I thought that it would be far easier 
to hang the engine in mid air on the hoist and fit 
the frame round the engine. I was of course 
assuming the frame was lighter than the engine, 
wrong, I think it is almost the same weight!  
 
By the time I moved the frame around a few 
times my arms felt like falling off, but after 
several times nearly dropping the frame 
eventually the engine nicely dropped into place 
then quickly secured it by pushing the mounting 
bolts into place. 
 
I have made a wooden structure to bring the 
bike up to an easy working level, the worst thing 
out is having to kneel down and trying to work. 
When the bike is complete I can lift the whole 
thing off with hoist.   
 
I think that fitting 
the engine was 
the hardest part 
about the 
reassembly, I 
had be very 
careful not to 
scratch the 
paintwork, to 
help this I 
placed water 
pipe lagging 
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 over the paintwork to protect it from knocks, etc. 
this worked very well and there was not a 
scratch anywhere. 
 
You get a great feeling of achievement when 
you know that the hardest part is done and 
finished without any accidents, I only hope the 
rest goes according to the same plan. 

The next part was of course to get the main 
drive in place; it was much easier to get the drive 
in when there is nothing else around to obstruct 
it. After rebuilding the final drive, which is a task 
in itself, I managed to get it all in place very well. 
I have noticed though that the rubber coupling 
block or „doughnut‟ was very close to the battery 
plate, within 3mm from it. I thought this strange 
but will leave it until everything else is in place. 
 
I think the worst thing about replacing any parts 
with new ones is the thick brown Russian gunk 
that is plastered all over it and then covered with 
the brown greased paper. It takes ages to get it 
off with loads of petrol; those degreasing agents 
don‟t seem to touch it very well. But underneath 
it all there is the usual gleaming Russian 
chrome, speckled with rust patches. Your next 
step is to get it all chromed before you can use 
it. Ah well – one day? 
 
Now comes the time when the rear shock 
absorbers can be fitted. This being quite an easy 
task doesn‟t take very long, except that I noticed 
two large chrome washers sitting in the box with 
the shocks. I just couldn‟t figure out where they 
came from, it‟s like anything you take apart and 
try to put back together, there is always 
something over. After several careful looks at 
the parts manual I suddenly realised where they 
came from, they sit under the bottom cowling on 
top of the adjuster. I now have to take apart the 
shock absorbers again and fit the washers. This 
I didn‟t need, so off they came again and took 
them apart. 

Again I used my makeshift spring compressor, 
but this time I strengthened the wood so it 
wouldn‟t break. One good thing about this is that 
you learn from your mistakes, and this time it all 
went together in no time. 
 
Shocks sorted, now came the front forks. I had 
been dreading these from the beginning 
because when I got all the bits back I looked into 
the box with all the parts in it and thought “I‟ve 
forgotten how it goes back together” HELP! I 
didn‟t have a problem with the general assembly 
but forgot how the oil seals went in the section 
that screws on the bottom part of the fork. I sat 
there and looked at it, walked away, came back 
and looked at it again, then thought I know, look 
at the parts catalogue that will tell me – wrong, 
that was more confusing than ever. 

Time to swallow pride and phone someone, 
Chris Smith was the first to come to mind. I think 
it took Chris 15 minutes to try and talk me 
through it, we had a slight communications 
problem where he couldn‟t describe it properly 
and I was being a pillock who couldn‟t 
understand what he was trying to describe. In 
the end we got there and I managed to get the 
forks together.  
 
It will be interesting to see if the things will hold 
oil now. I don‟t put oil in the Dnepr outfit‟s forks 
because as soon as I put oil in, it leaks out 
again. The bolt seats at the bottom of each fork 
have been badly damaged sometime in its life 
and not matter what I try and do the oil always 
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 leaks out. Again I asked a „professional‟ person 
for advice on it, and came up with a very simple 
idea. Don‟t put oil in it, then it can‟t leak out. 
Seems a bit daft, but I must say it hasn‟t made a 
huge difference in handling or braking. 
 
That‟s as far as I can go at the moment, I am 
now waiting for some other bits and the time to 
get on with some more. 
 
The editorial eyebrow raised upon reading that 
Dave pre-empted oil leaks by not using any (!!!!!) 
Don’t try this at home. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comrade Carl and the COC stand raise the 
perspective of the classic bike world at 
Donington Park. 
 
This year turned out to be a better one than last 
year with blue skies & sunshine it was that 
sunny & warm they had a water tanker to kill the 
dust. We had the same place as last year & a 
good turn out of bikes. The show is mostly 
Japanese but it is becoming more open to a 
different variety of clubs.  

Our stand had two Ural Combo's,Trike, M72 
Solo, Tula off roader & Jupiter 3 we had a 
variety of interest shown & some people asked 
to be photo-ed on the trike & combo's. As this is 
based around racing there were some exotic 
looking creations on display like a 3 cylinder 
supercharged Ariel Arrow racer & Tribnor as well 
as some fine Jap racers, there was even a 
Berkley car which even went on the parade lap. 

There was racing going on all weekend & with 
the fine weather it was a great spectacle to see 
old bikes doing what they were built for & with 
easy access to the pits you could see & hear 
everything.  
 
On the far side of the course there was another 
show with pristine classic racers which were 
fired up in an area to "clear your earwax". At 
night we had our usual get together with the 
BBQ & beer which was relaxed in the sunshine 
there was even a bar open at the club house 
with live music till late.  
 
On Sunday there was the parade lap for all 
displayers & we had the two sidecars of Gary & 
Paul & John with his trike, when finished John‟s 
statement was I had it up to eighty! Later on a 
rosette was awarded to Gary's combo as the 
judges liked it & it was entered into the final for 
the best three bikes at the show but it lost to an 
immaculate BSA special. 
    
Those who came: Gary Ratcliffe, Ural combo; 
Paul Greensmith, Ural combo; Tony Jones, M72; 
John Harrop & Jake (rebel rouser), UralTrike; 
Matt Woodward, Tula; Comrade Carl, Jupiter 3 
combo. I think a good time was had by all, so 
thanks for your help & see you next year...                                  

Donington show  
8th and 9th August 
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Right, need we 
say more? 
 
This year‟s show 
is over & we had 
an interesting 
turn out of bikes 
for display on the 
stand which was 
on the balcony as 
usual, We had 
from Chinese to 
Polish & in 
between. This 
eclectic mix 
caused interest & kept the stand busy all 
weekend with nearly a constant flow of people 
asking questions & showing an interest in our 
machinery.  

The show was as busy as usual with things 
happening all the time & with the autojumble as 
large as ever parts could be sourced for up 
coming projects, not as many silly prices this 
time & some bargains were to be had. Tony 
managed to snag a bargain or two with a bloke 
selling him a Riga stepthru moped & someone 
else had a couple of crated Urals for sale. On 
the stand were the usual reprobates, Gina 
selling her wares & Paul organising a photo 
shoot of the club regalia with my Jupiter being 
used as a prop. Certain people  photo-ed my 
embroidered flag & asked what the writing 
meant but i have no idea (will translate 
sometime). On the Watsonian stand they had a 
brand new Ural 750 retro combo which they 
have started selling & interest is there, as we 
were informed they've sold six so far. Down at 
our camp site we had a great time although 

anyone camping in tents had to go to the tent 
reservation, but we all got together at night for 
our time of fun & fumegation, beer & dinosaur 
burgers were consumed & on Saturday there 
were two parties the intellectual one talking 
bikes & stuff & the singalong one round the fire 
getting smoked like a kipper. It's amazing how 
many obscure groups & songs everyone knows, 
Angry Anderson anyone? In the mornings it 
looked like an A.A. meeting gone wrong with the 
amount of bottles & cans so it was a good time. 
I'd like to say a big thank you to all members 
who give up their time to display or help out on 
the show stands to publicise our club, remember 
it's your club & we can all take part.                                                 

Next year‟s shows will be listed soon so get in 

Stafford in October 
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 touch if you want to display earlier the better..   
   
Contributers were: Gina & Phil Inman, Regalia; 
Tony Jones,CJ72; Bill Toland & Phil Rushworth, 
Ural combo; Kris Platek, WSK; John Harrop, 
Planeta 350; Dr Phil Whitney,M63; Matt 
Woodward, Dnepr Roadster; Gary Carrol, Soviet 
Knight; Paul Codling & The Lovely Hazel, Ural 
M66 & Me Jupiter 3:  Comrade Carl..             

Above is a very classic looking rocker cover 
fitted to Gary Carroll’s shiny Soviet Knight.  It 
must be said that Tony Jones’ Chang Jiang 
pictured on the previous page is not one of those 
recently imported new ones but a real period 
piece from 1962, still wearing its Beijing number 
plates.      
 
 
 
 
These are the pics I took at the British Ironwork 
Centre near Oswestry, Shropshire. 
  
Took Shirley there as we were told it was an 
interesting place to visit. There were ironwork 
cattle and a herd of ironwork deer in the fields, 
even dinosaurs and a live falconry demo.  

 
Nothing of 
course 
prepared me 
for the Irony 
Planeta, I 
was amazed 
when I saw it 
and very 
impressed, 
purists of 
course will 
not be so 
sure. 

I think there may be 
some kind of motorcycle 
interest at the place as 
on the last weekend of 
every month 
motorcycles are invited 
and may partake of free 
tea and biscuits. 

Having 
recently 
acquired a 
Dnepr MT11
-36 sidecar 
outfit as a 
project, I 
have joined 
your club in 
order to 
seek info on 
these wonderful machines!!  Over the years I 
have restored a number of motorcycles, classic 
cars, modern classics and kit cars and am 
always on the lookout for new  and unusual 

Mike Steven’s page 

Introducing Chris Russ 
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On the subject of buying a Dnepr from Eastern 
Europe then taking it apart here’s …………… 
 
 
 
I am new to the club and have seen you want a 
introduction of my news and brief log. 
 
The Dnepr MT-11 650cc outfit arrived from 
Latvia on the 23rd October of this year. Bought 
from Ebay for £800 for the bike, the sidecar and 
a spare sidecar frame and wheel with delivery 
included. You could say I took a gamble as I 
wanted a winter project. I had sat on so many 
English old bikes and being 6'2'' they were all 
too small. I didn't want new or something that 
was nearly finished, I wanted something different 
and this was why I went for the Dnepr. When the 
bike arrived I was overjoyed to learn that all the 
ball joints were on the bike! I didn't care that it 
didn't go or the fact the alternator was hanging 
off, or it was an outfit, it was cheap, parts are 
plentiful and it had a receipt. (I'm easily pleased) 
and it was certainly different.) 

James Bign 

vehicles that need help.  I guess I‟ve got a real 
„thing‟ about neglected vehicles and the thought 
of them ending up in breakers yards!!  This 
Dnepr is the latest machine to attract my 
attention after being banished to a barn having 
found it‟s way from the Ukraine a good number 
of years ago! 

Having received a „welcome‟ email from Gina, I 
have attached a few 
pictures , taken over 
the last week, that 
I‟d be more than 
happy to appear in 
the club magazine 
should you think 
they are 
appropriate?! 
 
I am based near Southend airport in Essex, any 
other members in my area? 
 
I asked Chris if it would be OK to put his email 
address in here and he said………… 
 
Yes please, if there is anybody locally who 
knows a thing or two about this beast it would be 
great to talk to them, I‟ve had mixed comments 
regarding its future and am slightly bemused at 
what to do with it at the moment?!  Have you 
guys had any dealing with F2 Motorcycles at 
Wisbech.  If you‟ve got a Dnepr its NOT the best 
place to go! 
 
Probably not!  
Dneprs are old 
but not quite 
classic. They 
need 
enthusiasm 
rather than 
money. 
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 When I got the bike into the man shed I was 
pleasantly surprised that it was the same size if 
not bigger than my HD Fatboy. (Enough said) 
Being eager to get a move on I quickly notified 
the HMRC and happy to learn no VAT was 
required. Next thing to join COC and get the age 
related plate and registered with the DVLA (in 
progress)  Parts ordered from Arbalet and more 
to order. 

Going to keep the bike all original apart from the 
colour.......its far too bright! Traditional military 
green and black wheels. Want to change the 
carbs to Mikuni but not sure what ones to get? 
Going to change the ignition to electric and more 
parts to order, and if anyone knows where the 
regulator is fitted this would be a great help, So 
many questions....... So with Christmas coming 
Santa can go via Ukraine and fill my stockings! 
 
Other than 
that, I'm loving 
the winter 
project and 
hoping to 
become a 
valued 
member of 
COC, and with 
any luck if all 
goes well a trip to the Elephant rally in 2017 if I 
can get the electrics to work!! 
 
Thank you for letting me become part of your 
club and look forward to meeting you all in 2017 
James, Jim, Bign 
 
Some time later the editorial in box contained …. 
 
“Hi Paul. Could you email me the wiring diagram 
you have „cos I'm having a bad day. Just melted 
loom. James.”    The journey’s the destination! 

 
 

I thought I would introduce myself. My name is 

Keith, I have been riding bikes since 1978 as my 

only transport. My first encounter with a Russian 

bike was around 1976, a brand new Cossack 

Ural combo in blue. It lived in the next road from 

me, so I went to visit it every day. I had never 

seen anything like it. At present I own an MZ 

Super 5  17 years ownership and an Armstrong 

MT500, 4 years ownership.  Well as time moves 

on and various bikes later [43] I am now looking 

for a outfit, but which one? Ural, Dnepr k750? I 

would like some help here please. Over the 

years I have watched and read about these 

bikes,  but which one? 

 

To give our man some food for thought I sent 

him………. 

 

If you want an outfit you have a vast spectrum of 

possibilities to chose from.  At one end you could 

buy a new 750 Ural from F2 for an astonishing 

million pounds and at the other end you could 

buy a non running project with no paperwork 

from Latvia for a few hundred quid.  Quite a few 

people do this and the next issue (this one) of 

our magazine features some of them.  Their 

experiences should be of interest to you. 

 

As a rough guide the side valves have more 

charm than horsepower, the 650 OHV models 

are cheaper and the modern 750s are a little 

more practical. 

 

Up dates on all of these projects we feature in 

HV are more than welcome and when supported 

by detailed pictures are a source of inspiration 

and hope for those following the path of 

enlightenment behind us.  Keep it coming 

gentlemen, classic motorcycling needs us! 

 

 

 
"WANTED... a good Dnepr MT10 wheel  and a 
good Ural (Scalloped) wheel - both 19"  for 19 x 
350 tyres and please, must be true and round 
even if second hand.. thrown away enough 'egg-
shaped" (or near triangular!!!) ones..   also:   pair 
of reasonable condition silencers for Dnepr. 
MT10.  Ring me on 07856 498 827  
Faebhean Kwest. 
 
Is there a round Russian wheel? 

MZ Keith 

Wanted wheels 
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Apology accepted in relation to publishing our 
experience with the criminal sociopathic liar who 
defrauded us of £300, which was to have 
purchased us one ton of smokeless fuel for our 
winter fire....violins weepy handkerchiefs. My 
partner was less than impressed with the 
proceedings and we decided to dump my email 
account pronto. Unfortunately I did not think 
about keeping the long chain of emails that led 
to the fraud. In hindsight It would have been 
good to publish the lot in the format you used 
with the perpetraitor  [sp. deliberate]  schpiel in 
red. 
 
To help HV members understand the level that 
confidence fraudsters stoop to I will try and 
summarise the dozen or more long emails that 
played on our goodwill and sympathy, continuing 
from first column page 8 HV Nov/Dec.  
 
Doreen's father had died and left her the outfit in 
photographs [heartstrings]. He bought it new and 
only ran it for two years [appeal to our wish for a 
low mileage outfit] It had been stored for 30 
years but now poor old Doreen had lost the 
storage and had only days to move the outfit.... 
her typed English is second language so she 
apologises.....she will accept any offer or dump 
the bike. I mentioned that a similar wreck was 
sold on Ebay for £205 a few weeks back, 
Doreen agrees to £200 with £100 shipping costs 
on top 'shipping is inexpensive from Cyprus.‟ 
She had approached the local Ural Dealer in 
Nicosia [Yes I did check there was one and 
recall previous Ebay Cossack items for sale from 
Cyprus]. Doreen said the dealer was swamped 
with Cossack spares and did not require another 
wreck. 
 
Doreen approached  a trader who looked 
online for a buyer, as in our first reply email from 
Sales rep. Felicia Hooke [top of page 8 HV]. 
The Nicosia dealer agrees to help poor old fully 
employed Doreen to collect and crate the outfit, 
she takes time off work to visit the shipping 
company to get exact 
prices. We are given 
quotes and requests of 
where she should email 
copies of shipping 
documents. Doreen 
forks out money to pay 
for dealers crating and 

delivery to docks. [moral blackmail]. We still 
have not paid a penny as we needed some 
confirmation paperwork. Request for frame 
number was parried with Doreen's ladylike non 
understanding of things mechanical and the fact 
the bike was covered in shite, at storage and it 
was dark. 
 
The dealer/ crater tel no. 905428847508 is 'A 
Cypriot ' and doing his non English speaking nut 
as he has delivered the crate to docks with 
Duhbrain perched on top. Customs and Shipper 
require more details so Doreen has to return 
crate to Dealer to store whilst they do not email 
me documentation as Customs and Shipper are 
holding the paperwork. 
 
In the meantime heart strings are pulled with 
Dud ring letting us know how pleased her dead 
father will be that his beloved bike has found a 
new loving owner after all these years.....she 
hung on to it all those years waiting for the 
special right man......watch out for the word 
'Special' a 'grooming' technique also used by 
perverts. 
 
We get pitiful wails about how much time and 
dosh Dead rung has had to shell out in petrol 
and pick up truck drivers wages - with extra for 
Saturday delivery, we get how her husband is a 
bit miffed at how little dosh they are getting for 
the wreck......they spend more in a month on 
petrol. Dogbrain wails and weeps that it would 
have been better to dump the outfit in the nearby 
sea and what a horrible dreadful calamity is 
upon her. 
 
Then to cap it all my pay pal is not working and 
her dealer has not received the money- Doe 
reign is SO honest that the Dealer 
at classified.orgwanted@gmail.com is to receive 
the money and extract his 10% before passing 
remainder to her. Panic emails from Ditchbrain 
play the blame game and the crated bike is by 
the docks, the ship is leaving and the only way 
to get my messed up pay pal sorted is to send a 
Money gram.....or the bike gets the big shove 
into the Mediterranean. 
 
So Mr Nice guy swallows hook liner sinker, half 
of Cyprus and....[did I mention the regional war 
zone problems there are experiencing?]                
submarine possibly checking for illegal 
shipments of humans/weapons etc....well Ditch 
Brain did and then requested an extra 50 euro 
for UK customs handling tax clearance and 40 

Bahnstorming 
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 euro shipping tax. Personally I consider using 
HMRC and fraudulently attempting to collect 
money on their behalf to be a suicidal game. 
Having given Ditchbrain the benefit of the doubt 
with £300 we were certainly not going to send 
any more until documentation was presented 
and the address 7 Kolan Bulvari Street she gave 
in Nicosia was genuine. 
 
The money gram went to 'dealer' one Wilton 
Osahon Williams who may well read this article 
before what goes around. At this point, post 
£300 pre 90 Euro, using the internet I discovered 
the bike was really elsewhere and had been 
restored.....which is weird as I visited 
Bikepics.com only a short while ago and do not 
recall seeing the MT11 there. Anyhow hope this 
helps other folk avoid a most pleasant Shylock 
fraudster. 
 
Allegedly online fraud is now 
40% of crime stats in the UK 
with well over 1,000,000 
reported cases in the last 10 
months.....and that is the low 
% that get reported. 
Keep 'em peeled. 
Mr Muppet. 
 
Having spent over 35 years dragging 'Cossacks' 
out of bushes and scrap piles in order to get 
them moved on to people who will preserve or 
even better run them, I just wonder how many 
exist in the UK? My guess is there are less than 
1,000 older flatties running and around 500 two 
stroke, pre year 2000. Is there any record or 
guesstimates of how many 
were initially imported? 
 
I am pleased to report that there is a trickle of 
new spares arriving from Poland, Latvia, 
Krasnovor and the Crimea plus odd bits from 
www.classicbantamparts and perhaps the last 
set of new original s/arm bushes from F2. I have 
4 s/arm bushes with washers and the odd thing 
is 3 have part numbers and one does not. The 
unmarked one, presumably non original, is a 
denser material and it will be interesting to see if 
it lasts longer. Single seat appears rather elusive 
unless I fork out rather a lot for postage. 
Given the absence of side panels I am seriously 
wondering whether to fettle a leather horse 
saddle on and thus now become the 5th rider of 
the Apocalypse.  Anyhow.....a litre of black 
Hammerite beckons. 
 

I think the COC should continue with 
volunteered frame number recording for 
posteriority [Sp.] PJB's diligent discovery of full 
ID [via COC register using only frame number] in 
relation to the pile of bits that was in the back 
of our garage has resulted in the ongoing rebuild 
of an MT 9 that could so easily have been gone 
forever having been separately sold as spares. 
If you look online at www.howmanyleft perhaps 
you will surprised at how few of our club type 
vehicles are actually on the road- only 11 MT 11 
outfits. Others around 100 of each of the larger 4 
strokes. Perhaps I have missed something but I 
do not think criminals would be ringing or cloning 
such vehicles and anyhow COC are the holder 
of the keys to aforesaid info. 

 
Checkout ebay item 
261890340981  from 
marmech eu. 
 
About a week ago I stood in 
my shed wailing 'I'd give 
£50 for a set of nuts and 
bolts to sort this MT9 out. I 
had spent about an hour 
raking through everything I 
possess to try and find the 
right thread tank bolts......to 
no avail. My pillow and 
sleeping bag is under the 
letterbox awaiting this 
delivery. 
 
Graham, did it also include 
the essential escape 
mechanism………….a bolt 
for the door?  PJB. 
 
Ideally the shed door would 
be bolted both sides. I 
wonder how long it takes to 
gather together a set of 
nuts bolts and washers like 

this-even with the  castellated axle nuts, all the 
grease nipples, split pins.....I am tickled…er…
pink??  A pal has brought me up to date with the 
fact that he cannot buy three pints of Guinness 
for £10 these days....so P&P from Poland at 
£14 is only 4 pints or 3 gallons of fuel. 
 
The mudguards that came with the pink un are 
the deep valanced Ural ones, the rear does not 
fit without fettling stays etc so I will be looking for 
a pair of MT 9's. I also have a slightly wonky 
leading link forks and seem to recall reading that 
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unfavourably with the Chang Jiang, was never 
sold outside the military and therefore any which 
come up for sale now will not have been 
registered, at least in China.  In China itself the 
lack of paperwork and the poor spares situation  
compared to the CJ mean the Donghai is 
considered one to avoid. 

I think the inside of it looks fantastic and given 
that all this metal produces only 26bhp with 
750cc and a bore and stroke of 78x78mm, it 
ought to be a delight to ride.  The whole bike 
weighs 400kg apparently, yes that‟s 400!!!  
Nothing on it seems to have been designed with 
weight saving or economy in mind, at all. 

the Ural front mudguard is good for them- given 
the type of movement.  Is there anyone 
recommended COC wise who would straighten 
them?  Needless to say I have only just 
discovered new sets online reasonably priced 
around £250 and if no-one is available then I can 
lay my hands on a hydraulic bender and use a 
new set as the pattern for the bent set-I would 
say they are a couple of inches out with no 
kinks.  Anyhow...I waffle.  Rear guards,  GAW. 
 
We discovered later that PJB meant the verb to 
bolt, as in make a run for.  Far too clever for us! 
 
 
 

Here’s a potted internet history. 
 
In 1966, at the beginning of the cultural 
revolution, Chairman Lin Biao requested the 
Shanghai Motorcycle Factory to design and build 
a new “high power” motorcycle for its regional 
army. 
 
The engine design was based on Triumph‟s 650 
parallel twin but altered to allow ease of 
maintenance.  It being possible to remove the 
crankshaft with the engine still in the frame for 
example.  By 1971 6,000 had been built but 
most were used by China‟s allies, Albania and 
Vietnam. 
 
Other factories were involved in production 
including Chia Tai Group in Thailand accounting 
for 20,000 units by 1984.  Production stopped in 
1985, spares production stopped a year later 
and all the moulds and dies were destroyed in 
1992. 
 
Elsewhere on the internet we find that the 
Donghai is rare today because many of the 
20,000 were never assembled.  It compares 

Dong what? 
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Believe it or not, Tony 
Jones has got one under 
restoration at the 
moment.  He 
says……….. 
 
It is completely stripped 
down to the crank. The 
frame has been painted 
and there is a lot more 
ready for painting. There 
is play in the big end so I 
am thinking of stripping 
the second engine to see 
if that crank is any better. 
 
The engine is a parallel 
twin 750cc based on a 

Triumph. Some of the parts look interchangeable such as the top end.  (Sorry Tony the bore and 
stroke are different.)  The clutch is gear driven and there is a large, should I say, enormous starter 
motor under the carb. The carb looks like a direct copy of an Amal. Unfortunately I broke the jet 
block trying to get it out of the body. Oil pump looks very Triumph but the bolt holes are different so 
they can't be interchanged. 

 

The swinging arm 
also forms the 
chain guard and it‟s mega heavy. I'll keep taking pics and perhaps it can be 
an ongoing article.  Yes please.  Not all these pictures are Tony’s.  I 
thought we might enjoy the red one pictured at the top of the page or a 
shiny green one.  Tony’s will be faithful to its military heritage I expect. 
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The first Saturday morning in September was a 
little hectic, weekly shop to be done on foot and 
by rucksack because the Yaris had a FLAT 
BATTERY.  Then next visits to the bank, bakery, 
newsagent, a short break for a elephants foot & 
coffee, after this time to kick tyres and change 
the front with a new Heidenau K60 Scout 
90/90/21.  heidenautires.com/dual-sport-tires 
these tyres are made marked with these letters 
M&S (No not Marks & Spencer!) MUD & SNOW. 
  
So it was not until 15.30pm that l arrived at the 
Three Staggs Heads Rally 
www.cossackownersclub.co.uk at Wardlow 
Mires on the A623, only £3 a night to camp 
(about 24 miles from home, very local). Ideal 

afternoon for a 
stroll, first the 
village hall at 
Wardlow and the 
Gingerbread 
Festival for 
afternoon 
refreshments. 
  

 The stroll continues and takes me to Litton and 
Litton Slack famous for its trails section 
www.classictrials.co.uk/1310Edinburgh.htm  

  
Next is Tideswell and the 
"Cathedral of the Peak" 
visittideswell.co.uk 
Tidewell Pharmacy  ideal 
for pills, potions & 
poisons!  
 

Now time to eat at the <www.horseand 
jockeytideswell.co.uk>, after dinning time to 
return via Litton and in this village l notice a large 
pick up truck from www.adventurebike 
warehouse.com  Thirsty work all this walking so l 
had another half a pint at theredlionlitton.co.uk 
By sunset l arrived back at the Three Staggs 
Head, now time to go back in time to the 17th 
century longhouse, flagstone floors, black 
leaded fireplace. Old painting/pictures of Lurcher 
dogs and stuffed hares! www.potsandfood.co.uk  
Joined other Cossack owners drinking the 
www.abbeydale brewery.co.uk, yes brewed in 
Sheffield for men&woman of steel. 
  
Sunday morning the red flag is still flying high 
after a night in the 3 Staggs Heads! 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=x72w_69yS1A 

Breakfast is just across the 
road at The Yonderman Cafe, 
opens at 08.00am on Sunday 
morning's just perfect timing.  
  

10.00am packed up and ready to cross "The 
Peaks" into Staffordshire and the Iron Curtain 
Vehicle Rally at www.foxfieldrailway.co.uk 
www.ifaclub.co.uk   

Even a 1972 Pinzgauer from Austria turned up 
Fancy a SALT holiday? (Soviet Auto Luxury 
Luxury Tours) sovietautoluxurytours.org.uk Bye 
for now. Michael. 

In the next issue Michael fits a sidecar to Mystic 
Ural. 

Wadsworth’s websites 
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We‟ve featured Lake Baikal before with the privileged western Adventurists skating across it, but the 
picture above is just ordinary everyday life, fishing on the frozen lake with an IZH. 
 
Russia isn‟t always icy.  On the left Russian ladies wobble in the presence of so many custom 
Dneprs.  PJB didn‟t send this one in, I found it first!  What is that green thing in the middle of the 
picture?  Is that St Basil‟s on the right?  Can you park a Ural in Red Square?   
 
The youth in the baseball cap‟s obviously too young. 
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In the editorial opinion our usual regalia page is 
aesthetically charmless, so while we had some 
stock at the Stafford show and some beautifully 
relevant models to dress up in it, we thought 
we‟d try something else.  Unfortunately work in 
progress on the hall roof meant that the balcony 
and the Cossack Owner‟s Club stand were in 
darkness and the nearest available 40W bulb 
was in one of the adjacent stair wells. 

 
 
 
 
Regatta 
Dover 
Fleeced 
Lined 
Jacket - 
£47.00 
Product 
Code: 
COCJ1. 

Waterproof, Windproof hydrafort polyester fabric. 
Fully lined with Thermo-guard insulation. Taped 
seams, concealed hood and adjustable cuffs. 2 
zipped lower pockets. These jackets are very 
nice and comfortable and come with the Star 
Logo on the left breast as with other products. 
There is also the clubs web address 
(www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) across the 
shoulders on the back. Colours: Only in Black 
with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M (40") - L 
(42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50") Chest to 
fit. 

Full & Half Zip Fleeces - £25.00 to £26.50  
Product Code: COC-FL. 100% Polyester, 
unlined. Comes with Silver Club Logo or Star 
Logo over the left breast. These are great for 
chilly mornings on the rally field. Normal range of 
sizes: Medium - Large - Extra Large - XXL & 
XXXL  

Baseball Caps - £9.00 Adjustable band at back, 
supplied in Black or Blue. One size fits all, 
choice of either the standard club logo or the 
star logo.  Woolly Hats - £8.50 The woolly hat is 
the knitted type and again with either club logo. 
This is an essential bit of kit for any club 
member. Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.  
 
Our thanks to John Harrop, his grandson Jake, 
Phil Rushworth, Phil and Gina Inman, Lovely 
Hazel, Matt Woodward and Carl‟s ornamental 
Jupiter for posing. 

Experimental regalia page 
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Ok, you won’t look this 
cool, but everyone has to 
start somewhere! 

Club Umbrella 
£15.00  

Golf sized brollies 
in two types with 
COC logos on 2 

panels. 
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Hooded 
Sweat 
Shirts 

£20.00 to 
£21.50   

These are 
normally 
on an 
order 
basis. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many of the items 
shown on this page 
are available only 
while stocks last.  
These are metal 

badges, left, cloth badges, above and stickers, 
immediately above.  An email to Phil and Gina 
Inman at regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk will 
tell you the current status. 
 
 
 
The rear cover picture was discovered by PJB 
and is almost certainly marketing of some sort.  
Can anyone translate the caption?  Both dog 
and Voskhod appear to be absolutely flat out 
and the speed seems enough to blow the young 
lady‟s skirt away from her shapely legs, flashing 
her little white pants and……….That‟s enough of 
that!  When we were boys my mate took his 
mother for a ride on his new Puch M50 moped.  
Her skirt billowed out like a parachute absorbing 
most of his four horsepower.  She dismounted 
with a smile thinking her son would be safe on 
something so agonisingly slow and such a 
dismal failure as a babe magnet. 

Also available 

Sexy Voskhod 
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